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and the empire was subsequently divided into the cele-
brated " three kingdoms " of Woo, Wei, and Shuh, when
another coin was issued. It bears on the obverse the
•characters Ta ping pih tseen, which, literally translated,
means the " great peace hundred money," doubtless in
reference to the then comparative tranquillity of the
empire, or rather kingdoms.
This, however, did not last long, for shortly afterwards
we find six dynasties struggling for supremacy, and
crushing one another with marvellous celerity. The first
of these dynasties was called " Wei," and began to reign
a.d. 496. Leang Tse, Chin, and Chow followed, and Suy,
the last, terminated a short existence in a.d. 622. In
spite of these troubles, however, some of the emperors
found time to coin money, but of course each, as he came
into power, would be apt to make as many manifestations
as possible to demonstrate his importance. I have a coin
illustrative of this period, and numbered 26 in the collec-
tion, which is an interesting relic of that disturbed period.
It bears on the obverse the characters (in seal) Yung tung
wan Kwoh (the 10,000 kingdoms perpetually united).
The reverse is charged with a tortoise, a sword, and
seven stars. The tortoise is emblematical of eternity, the
sword of vengeance, and the seven stars of the constel-
lation Ursa Major. The Chinese attach especial venera-
tion to two constellations named Pei tow and Nan tow ;
Pel tow is Ursa Major, Nan tow is Orion. The spirit of
the southern constellation is supposed to keep the record
of life, the northern constellation that of death. The
object of the worship of this latter is, therefore, in most
cases long life 5 and its appearance on Chinese money may
be considered symbolical of the desire of the rulers to
invoke the protection of the spirit. The reverse of this

